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DATA SHEET

OneTrust Data Redaction for 
Privacy Rights (DSAR) Management

HOW DOES IT WORK?

AUTOMATE THE REDACTION OF EMAILS AND FILES IN RESPONSE TO PRIVACY 
RIGHTS REQUESTS

It seems that global privacy regulations have at least one thing in common: 
giving rights to the individual to make requests of their data. The GDPR, CCPA, 
LGPD, and other emerging regulations have shown that Privacy Rights Requests 
(or DSARs) aren’t going anywhere, and organizations need to be ready to field 
an increasing number of requests with more complex requirements, especially 
with the inclusion of employee data. This makes it increasingly important for 
organizations to employ an efficient and secure process for managing these 
requests. Once the relevant data is identified for a request - a challenging task 
on its own - it is vital that personal and confidential data that isn’t relevant to 
the requesting individual is redacted before it is shared. If this information 
isn’t redacted appropriately it could result in a data breach and even bigger 
problems for your organization. 

In addition to managing the entire privacy request fulfillment lifecycle through the OneTrust Privacy Rights (DSAR) solution, OneTrust 
also offers enhanced data redaction capabilities through our Data Redaction product. This product automatically scans emails and 
documents that are discovered as part of the fulfillment processes, leverages OneTrust Athena AI to identify data that needs to be 
redacted, and carries out the redaction process before securely sharing results with the requestor,

DISCOVER DATA REVIEW RESULTSSCAN & REDACT SHARE WITH 
REQUESTOR

Automatically discover  
or manually upload emails  

and files to the request

Review redacted documents 
with confidence scores 

and make any necessary 
adjustments

Scan files with Athena AI 
and NLP algorithms to 

automatically classify and 
redact necessary data

Securely share the results via 
an encrypted messaging portal 

to finish request fulfillment


